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	Core HTML5 Canvas: Graphics, Animation, and Game Development (Core Series), 9780132761611 (0132761610), Prentice Hall, 2012

	In the summer of 2001, after 15 years of developing graphical user interfaces and

	graphics-intensive applications, I read a best-selling book about implementing

	web applications by someone I did not know—Jason Hunter—but whom, unbeknownst

	to me, would soon become a good friend on the No Fluff Just Stuff

	(NFJS) tour.





	When I finished Jason’s Servlets book,1 I put it in my lap and stared out the window.

	After years of Smalltalk, C++, and Java, and after writing a passionate

	1622 pages for Graphic Java 2: Swing,2 I thought to myself, am I really going to

	implement user interfaces with print statements that generate HTML? Unfortunately,

	I was.





	From then on, I soldiered on through what I consider the Dark Ages of software

	development. I was the second Apache Struts committer and I invented the Struts

	Template Library, which ultimately became the popular Tiles project. I spent

	more than six years on the JavaServer Faces (JSF) Expert Group, spoke about

	server-side Java at more than 120 NFJS symposiums and many other conferences,

	and coauthored a book on JSF.3 I got excited about Google Web Toolkit and Ruby

	on Rails for a while, but in the end the Dark Ages was mostly concerned with the

	dull business of presenting forms to users on the client and processing them on

	the server, and I was never again able to capture that passion that I had for

	graphics and graphical user interfaces.





	In the summer of 2010, with HTML5 beginning its inexorable rise in popularity,

	I came across an article about Canvas, and I knew salvation was nigh. I immediately

	dropped everything in my professional life and devoted myself fulltime to

	write the best Canvas book that I could. From then on, until the book was finalized

	in March 2012, I was entirely immersed in Canvas and in this book. It’s by far the

	most fun I’ve ever had writing a book.
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Under AttackCelebrityPress, 2015

	The wording "Under Attack" implies a dangerous situation - one that signifies we are currently under assault. In this book, the Celebrity Experts® showcased are in the vanguard of protecting data and sensitive information under threat - the threat of digital information being made available to unscrupulous sources, and at times...


		

The New Reality of Wall StreetMcGraw-Hill, 2003
"A lively, provocative, and comprehensive economic critique and analysis of investment intended for perilous periods and likely to be of enduring value."--Lawrence A. Cunningham, Author and Professor, Boston College
"Tracing the history of investment from the South Sea Bubble to America's bubble economy of the 1990s, Don Coxe has...


		

Wavelets and Their Applications (Digital Signal and Image Processing series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2007
Showing how wavelets combine signal in image processing, mathematics, physics, and electrical engineering, this introduction to wavelet technology helps engineers master the basic techniques for using wavelets in such applications as image compression, turbulence, human vision, radar, and earthquake prediction. Among the topics covered are the...




	

Professional SQL Server 2000 DTS (Data Transformation Service)Peer Information Inc, 2000
DTS (Data Transformation Services) helps you create a transactional system to load and transform your data from and to a wide variety of sources. SQL Server DTS was introduced in the release of SQL Server 7.0; SQL Server 2000 sees the functionality and power of this outstanding and incredibly useful tool greatly increased. DTS can be used to...

		

Programming Your Home: Automate with Arduino, Android, and Your Computer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	Welcome to the exciting, empowering world of home automation! If you have ever wanted your home to do more than just protect you against the outside elements and want to interface it to the digital domain, this book will show you how. By demonstrating several easy-to-build projects, you will be able to take the skills you learned from this...


		

Real Food for Healthy Kids: 200+ Easy, Wholesome RecipesWilliam Morrow, 2008

	
		As a pediatrician and as a result of my recent service on the Committee on
	
		Nutrition of the American Academy of Pediatrics, I have become very concerned
	
		about the rising obesity epidemic among children and adolescents
	
		in the United States. In the last several decades, declining physical activity
	
		both at...
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